Wealth Care LLC Monthly Commentary-November 2018
Investment Thoughts
What a different a month makes. The Dow 30 index started October at about
26,600, dropped 2200 points and then had a quick rise back up for a 1500 point loss
(about 5.6% for the month). For a sense of perspective however, this month still
leaves us with a small gain (1%) for the year to date. But I think we’ve gotten used
to the US market only going up, so it is noticeable when it does not. Foreign markets
and Fixed Income investments remain dismal for the year as well.
This kind of price action is very, very normal. It is not enough of a move to provoke
either worry or of the anticipation of “buying cheaply.”

Why Is the US Market Down-Isn’t the Economy Strong?

Yes, the economy is strong. But that is not the only determinant of how stock prices
move. When we discuss “valuation” of stocks, the most common method is the “P/E
Ratio” (price to earnings ratio). This method of valuation compares stock price to
earnings. If the P/E ratio remains the same and earnings increase, then you would
expect the price to increase proportionally.
But, as lawyers like to say, “it depends.” We can see stock prices increase with
stable or even decreasing earnings if the P/E ratio is increasing (higher prices for
the same level of earnings). This accounted for some of the rise in prices in 2017.

In 2018, we are seeing the reverse. The P/E ratio is shrinking-as earnings rise, so
the price is dropping. See the chart below:

Although the drop in prices is “uncomfortable”, this change is making the valuation
of the stock market more attractive.

We continue to believe that for the next several years (note the time period is not in
months or weeks):

Fixed income markets will see higher interest rates.
Foreign markets (especially Emerging Markets) will do well
US markets may continue to do reasonably well as the economy remains strong

What About the Effect of Rising Interest Rates on Stock Investments?

Most of the time, gradually rising rates occur with positive prices in the stock
market. It is only when you have very rapidly rising rates (usually due to marked
inflation) that interest rate hikes signal danger for stocks. See the chart below from
Vanguard.

Here is another nice illustration/history that demonstrates that only significant
inflation hurts stock prices:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Performance is Relative to When You Start Measuring:

The chart above suggests that fixed income (bonds) have been the place to be since
2000. This seems certain until you look at the chart below:

If we start “counting” in 2009, stocks beat bonds terribly. So, when you hear about
performance in various asset classes, you must pay attention to the time periods
used. One can support different arguments by manipulating when the counting
starts and ends.
Bonds Are Not Always Safe:

Treasury ETF returns since the all-time 10/30 yr yield lows in July 2016...
1-3 Yr $SHY: -0.2%
3-7 Yr $IEI: -3.5%

7-10 Yr $IEF: -7.3%

10-20 Yr $TLH: -9.7%
20+ Yr $TLT: -13.6%

25+ Zeros $ZROZ: -18.8%

So, an owner of long term bonds paying perhaps 3-4% a year in interest has seen a
drop in the price of their bonds by over 13% in two years.
Miscellaneous

Storing Documents Online
It is a good idea to store important documents online-in safe “cloud” storage. Doing so with
documents like real estate titles, estate planning documents and more makes the documents
available easily long term. We have two suggestions for doing this. First, Wealth Care LLC
clients can upload documents into their Blueleaf portal-feel free to ask us for any help needed
with this.

Also, www.fidsafe.com was developed by Fidelity Investments and made available to the public
free forever. It provides a highly secure site to upload documents. You can share access on an
individual document basis with others, and can also provide for total access to others after your
death.
www.cloudconvert.com

A terrific free site that lets you convert any one file type to another.

Banking Relationship

We have some good contacts at the Community Bank of the South for those of you that live in
Florida https://www.cbos.bank/ We would be happy to make introductions to you for their
highly personal service (like us!!).

Random Notes

“If we were honest, there would be one financial TV channel and it would be called I Don’t
Know, where people would come on to be featured and then just shrug.”-Eric Roberge
Interest rates are rising, which is bad for stocks.
But rates are rising because the economy is growing, which is good for stocks.
High growth could cause inflation, which is bad for stocks.
But inflation could boost earnings, which is good for stocks.
Repeat until crazy. -Morgan Housel

- If you had the misfortune of buying an S&P 500 index fund the Friday before Lehman Brothers
went bankrupt you would’ve lost 46% over the next 6 months or so. On the other hand if you
bought that day but never sold you’re up around 185% in total.- Ben Carlson
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